
Operetta scenes, violin theme: Alfred Hill
Incidental music Horace Keats
Musical director Hamilton Webber
(Cast)
Diana Du Cane Ann Brady
Lionello Cecil The tenor

(Isolde Hill dubbed for Miss Du Cane in the finale of the operetta).

Conductor Hamilton Webber
Leader Lionel Lawson
Conductor of the choir Richard McClelland (40 voice choir)
Australian Broadcasting Commission's Sydney Symphony Orchestra

1. Alfred Hill:

Hill's violin theme for The Broken Melody has been catalogued at Stiles Music Publications here, along with his other 
works. A version is also held within the National Library of Australia for reference, as an arrangement for voice and 
piano, under the title Rest within these arms, music from the film The Broken Melody, words and music by Alfred Hill. 
It is variously described as a song and a serenade from the first act of the opera scene of the film. Alfred Hill was 
born Richmond Melbourne in 1869, and became a significant Australian composer. He also contributed incidental 
music to Ken Hall's Smithy and to Chauvel's Forty Thousand Horsemen, giving both films a musical lift. A more 
detailed biography of Alfred Hill is available at ADB here.

(Below: Alfred Hill):

(Above: Ken Hall left, with star Diana Du Cane, and composer Alfred Hill)

http://www.stilesmusicpublications.com/Alfred%20Hill/Alfred%20Hill.htm
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/hill-alfred-francis-6667


2. Horace Keats:

Horace Keats was the other classically orientated composer employed by Hall.

English-born Keats was dubbed the Schubert or poet's composer of Australia.
During the nineteen thirties he was extremely active as a composer, especially 
of songs, and also worked as an accompanist, frequently for the ABC. 
The ADB contains a biography here, and there are other details here, and at
the Australian Music Centre here.

3. Ken Hall and Richard Tauber:

Hall lavished attention and a relatively large budget on the music for the film.

In his autobiography, Directed by Ken G. Hall, Hall recorded the effort involved in having an opera as climax to the 
film:

Of course, that musical climax was a big risk and no one knew it better than I. It involved fifty members of the Sydney 
Symphony Orchestra, the full Sydney male choir, three soloists and a female chorus. We were not anything like 
equipped to record properly such a large assemblage. The studio itself was not suitable because it was purposely 
'dead' for normal work. You need wooden surrounds, special 'bright' acoustics for music.
All American, and major studios everywhere, have specially designed and built music-recording stages. The sound 
engineers and mixers have remarkable control. The stage can be brought down by degrees from ultra 'live' to almost 
'dead' by the manipulation of wooden baffles and other means. The soloists and chorus are all in separate glass-
fronted, sound-proof cells from which they can see the conductor's beat but cannot hear the sound of the orchestra 
they are singing with - that is not until they put on their headphones. The sound outputs of all these people are 
generally recorded on separate tapes (film in my day, of course) and the whole mixed together for the final result long 
after all the performers have gone home to bed.
By this very broadly described method, most hi-fi records are made also, and it accounts for the remarkable balance 
achieved the ability to pick out and accent at will, a voice, the orchestra, the choir, even a single instrument.
We had no such perfection. The orchestra was on wooden rostrums beneath the overhead dressing-rooms floor 
which acted as a ceiling. The set-up was between the generator room and the lavatories. All our music recordings 
were made there because it was the only 'live' area available. All that wood above and below was essential. While 
recordings were on, the lavatories were out of bounds to everyone, and often the odd bod, who had failed to take 
prior precautions, stood around with pained look, biting the lower lip and crossing the legs in a vain plea for leniency.
When I heard Alfred Hill's music come back as the ABC ran Broken Melody after more than thirty years, it was as 
good as when it was first recorded. Which was a tribute to the people who made the impossible possible and to 
Arthur Smith's recording equipment which imprisoned sound on film in 1937 which was still beautiful in 1970.

Hall's efforts were rewarded when tenor Richard Tauber, touring Australia in August 1938, requested screenings of 
Let George Do It and The Broken Melody, and was so impressed that he asked to meet Ken Hall and visit the 
Cinesound Studios at Bondi, watching a scene from Dad and Dave Come To Town being filmed.

High praise was given by Tauber to Alfred Hill, composer of the operatic sequence in 'The Broken Melody.' 'I would 

http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/keats-horace-stanley-6906
http://www.australiancomposers.com.au/composers/horacekeats.html
http://www.australianmusiccentre.com.au/artist/keats-horace


like to meet Mr. Hill,' he said. 'His music is of a very high standard and is ahead of many compositions I have heard in 
American and English films. It is sincere, melodious, and never above the heads of the audience.' (Courier Mail 11th 
August 1938)

(Below: Melbourne Argus 4th July 1938)

4. Lionello Cecil:

Tenor Lionello Cecil was born in Waverley Sydney in 1893, before embarking on a successful international career, 
then returning in the thirties to work under contract to the Australian Broadcasting Commission, singing the leading 
role in some seventeen broadcast operas, and thus handily available for Hall's film. A more detailed biography can be 
found here at the ADB.

(Below: Lionello Cecil with Rosalind Kennderdale in the operetta):

http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/cecil-lionello-9716
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/cecil-lionello-9716


5. Newspaper reports on the music and filming to playback:

The Sydney Morning Herald 22nd October 1937:

The Sydney Morning Herald 5th October 1937:



6. Hamilton Webber

Ken Hall reinforced Hill's participation by maintaining his association with
his favourite musical director Hamilton Webber.

Hamilton Webberʼs theatre collaborations include composing original incidental music and songs for a number of the Fullers 
productions, including Frank Neilʼs 1918 pantomime Bluebeard and three of Nat Phillipsʼs pantomimes: Babes in the Woods 
(1918), Cinderella (1919), and Dick Whittington and His Cat (1921). In 1919, Webber also acted as music director for 
Phillipsʼ Stiffy and Mo Company during its season at Fullersʼ Theatre, Sydney. His music was also used for the Fullersʼ 
1920-1921 version of Babes in the Woods, with a libretto by George H. Ward et al, and possibly the companyʼs 1926 
pantomime, Puss in Boots (with a libretto by Jim Gerald and Frank Neil). In 1940 Webber was engaged by Greater Union to 
take charge of a fully augmented orchestra at the State Theatre in Melbourne. Among his film credits are On Our Selection 
(1932, as composer), Strike Me Lucky (1934, as composer/music director), Thoroughbred (1936, as music director), The 
Broken Melody (1938, as music director) and Dad and Dave Come to Town (1938, as composer with Maurie Gilman). 
(Original source of this information here).

(Below: Hamilton Webber)

http://ozvta.com/music-directors-composers-variety/



